How art could save
us from extinction
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An introduction from our director
I’m Helen, Director
of the Oak Project.
I’m a campaigner,
activist and creative
strategist. Over the
last 20 years, I’ve
worked with a range
of environmental
organisations, from
large institutions like the
National Trust and RSPB, to
innovative start-ups like Rewilding Britain.
I’ve had the privilege of working with hugely
passionate people on brilliant projects to
protect and restore nature. But despite these
brilliant people and projects, we’re still rapidly
heading for climate and ecological disaster.
The majority of citizens still don’t actively
notice or consider nature in their daily lives,
which means there is no pressure on decision
makers to prioritise nature’s recovery.
Then, about three years ago, I came across
some research that gave me real hope. For
years as a sector we had been trying to teach
people more about the environment and the
threats it faces – if only they understood more,
surely they’d be moved to act? Where we had
been going wrong was focussing on heads, not
hearts.

This new research by the University of Derby
is the psychology of nature connectedness,
the extent to which we see ourselves as part
of nature. Environmental education only
accounts for 2% of pro-nature action. What
matters is love. It’s about noticing:
•
•
•
•
•

the sensory experience of being in nature
the way it makes us feel
its beauty
the meaning it gives to our lives
and the innate compassion we feel for
other living things

These are referred to as the five pathways to
nature connection.
Research shows that nature connection is
the essential motivator for environmental
action, and suggests that nature connection
is best facilitated by direct sensory, emotional
and meaningful activities that can be fully
explored through the arts. This insight sits at
the heart of the Oak Project.
We teamed up with the award-winning
researchers at the University of Derby and
the world-renowned Yorkshire Sculpture Park
(YSP) to develop a programme of arts and
cultural activities designed to creatively grow

connection to nature. We’re coming towards
the end of our first year of programming and
are on track to reach half a million people
through a range of interventions including
sculpture, music, film and more. We even won
a Silver Gilt medal for floristry at RHS Chelsea
Flower Show!

“Experiencing nature through
the arts is leading to a significant
increase in both nature connection
and personal wellbeing”
We’ve built research around all these
interventions and what we’re finding is really
exciting. The data suggests that experiencing
nature through the arts is leading to
a significant increase in both nature
connection and personal wellbeing. And,
over half of those surveyed reported that this
has prompted them to take more action for
nature as a result.
We have proof of concept. I’m looking forward
to taking this work to scale, growing the
Oak Project into a movement of cultural and
environmental partners working together to
drive action and impact for nature.
Cover photo © Charles Emerson
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Creatively growing connection to nature
Culture is a powerful force
for social change.
Cultural moments — from film, television and
music, to visual art, theatre and literature —
can open the space for change to happen.
They allow for more stories to be told and
heard, and for people who have the will to
seize the moment.
The Oak Project is a pioneering arts
programme which aims to harness the power
of cultural moments to create kinship with
nature in response to the climate emergency
and environmental crisis. Our programme
explores our relationship with the natural
world and builds connection to nature through
arts, culture and creativity. We promote tuning
in with the senses, letting nature manage
our emotions and wellbeing, celebrations of
nature — and, above all, loving nature.
Founded by Charlie Burrell, Jamie CayzerColvin, Tom Stuart-Smith and Edwina Sassoon,
the Oak Project has been developed in

collaboration with the University of Derby and
Yorkshire Sculpture Park.
We launched in 2021 with a programme built
around three major projects:
Silence - Alone in a World of Wounds
A site-specific sculptural space by Heather
Peak and Ivan Morison within the landscape
at Yorkshire Sculpture Park.
Great Oaks from little Acorns grow...
An installation by Charlotte Smithson at RHS
Chelsea Flower Show.
Tune into Nature Music Prize
A competition for musicians and singer/
songwriters aged 16–29 whose work fosters
and celebrates a stronger relationship with
nature through contemporary popular music.
This report presents the results of this first year
of programming, including evaluation of the
impact of these projects on nature connection,
personal wellbeing and action for nature.
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Oak Project X Studio Morison
Silence - Alone in a World of Wounds | Upper Lake, YSP

“Our work for the Oak Project must open the viewer’s eyes to the natural world,
wounds and all, and through the shared grief create action – turning towards the
world for what it has to teach us. A space that offers a protracted masterclass in
seeing things, hearing and feeling them. This work is a gift of time and attention”
Heather Peak & Ivan Morison
The Oak Project’s first artist commission by
Heather Peak and Ivan Morison launched in
June 2021 at Yorkshire Sculpture Park (YSP).
Silence is a pavilion-like sculpture with
passageways and an inner chamber providing
space for quiet reflection and connection to
the natural world. It stands in the heart of YSP
in a wild lakeside area that has only recently
been opened to the public. It is a space for
silence where, at the artists’ request, talking
and mobile phones are not permitted.
To discover the inner passageway of the
pavilion, visitors need to circle the structure
walking mindfully beneath the overhang of
thatch roof. Once inside, a series of staggered

doorways gradually lead visitors on a
contemplative walk to its heart.
Its inwardly sloping roof, blanketed with 25
tonnes of fragrant, hand-tied heather, will
intensify the noiselessness as you walk. The
central chamber encircles a ring of 14 silver
birch trees.
The work is constructed from natural,
sustainable materials, including local timber,
hand-tied heather and compressed earth. It
will degrade naturally over a period of years,
becoming a habitat for wildlife and slowly
returning to the earth, eventually leaving only
a faint imprint on the landscape.
Current & previous page photo © Charles Emerson

Beyond Silence
The work has been accompanied by a digital artwork, Beyond Silence,
which reimagines Silence, the surrounding landscape and the wider
environmental context. Beyond Silence is a collaboration between Ivan
Morison and Future20 Collective members SAF-S2E, Jahday Ford and
Melissa Sorrell. It is comprised of onsite field recordings, moving images
and heightened audio experiences of the site, captured during a dusk
til dawn recording session inside the sculpture.

As light, silence and sound change the atmosphere of a space, the
film’s visuals by Sorrell capture the feelings and moments that often
get overlooked. The film evokes feelings of meditation and reflection as
well as highlighting the destructive moments within nature, particularly
brought out in the film’s soundtrack. Freestyled words and lyrics by
SAF-S2E are a warning of what is found in the silence — do people
these days sit, look around and admire the world? Or will we continue
to pave a path of no return for the human race?

The impact of Silence
•

189,786 visitors had the opportunity to
experience Silence between 5 June and 26
December 2021.

•

Visiting Silence significantly increased
nature connectedness.

•

Visiting Silence significantly increased
wellbeing.

•

More than half of all respondents agreed
or strongly agreed that visiting Silence
made them want to do more for nature.

Dr Carly Butler and Prof Miles Richardson of the
Nature Connectedness Research Group at the
University of Derby led a project to evaluate
the impact of Silence. Visitors to Silence were
invited to take a survey measuring nature
connectedness and wellbeing before and after
spending time in the installation.
Analysis of responses from 212 visitors shows
significant increases in nature connectedness
and wellbeing scores. Following their time
in Silence, visitors reported an average 21%
increase in their feelings of interconnectedness

with nature. Overall
wellbeing rose by an average
of 8%, with the largest changes in relation
to feelings of calm, which increased 12% and
anxiety, which decreased by 10%.
Benefits were greatest for those with lower
nature connection and wellbeing prior to the
visit. The longer people spent in Silence, the
bigger the impacts on happiness, anxiety
and sense of life being worthwhile. More than
half of all visitors agreed or strongly agreed
that the visit made them want to do more for
nature.
Qualitative data shows that some people
had quite profound experiences in Silence,
with the sculpture prompting strong emotions
and deep reflection. Many visitors had rich
sensory experiences in the installation, which
is designed to heighten attention to sounds,
smells and sight, and appreciation of the
beauty of nature. Many reported feelings of
calmness and peace. The comments shed light
on how the pathways to nature connectedness
are activated in visiting Silence.

“I thought the smell was very relaxing and the
interactivity with wood and trees relaxing.
The open space in the centre was calming
and reflective, making one think more about
our need for calm and nature.”
“My mind cleared. It felt quiet. I felt on
the verge of tears when I left. I think it
contributed toward some sort of emotional
release… The experiential nature of this piece
was powerful to me in that moment.”
“It reminded me how important silence is
and how being in nature can help facilitate
times of silent reflection and thought or nonthought.”
“I thought about how we are destroying
nature and how such enjoyment of nature
won’t be a privilege we hold for much longer.”
“There is stability yet change, growth
and decay, an endless source of beauty,
complexity, interdependency. To live in
harmony with nature is to support our health,
our mental health, and connects us with who
we really are.”

Photo left © David Lindsay | Right & previous page © Melissa Sorrell

Outreach
Silence has become a cornerstone for our
outreach programme. In 2021, we hosted 33
days of summer events and 5 days of autumn
half-term events, welcoming over 4,000
participants.
Families reported that the events prompted
creative engagement with nature, built nature
connectedness, improved wellbeing and
inspired action for nature.
We targeted outreach to groups without good
access to nature including people living in
areas of deprivation; people from Black, Asian
and minority ethnic backgrounds; people with
learning disabilities or autism; and families
grieving the loss of a child.
From young people living with cancer, to
school groups and wider family audiences,
Silence has shown itself to be a space which
connects people to nature, themselves and
each other. A highlight was working with Deaf
artist and architect, Martin Glover, to welcome
a deaf community and a hearing community

to explore the concepts around Silence from a
deaf perspective.

“Oh my, what a discovery. Well
done, YSP. This is the best thing
here. Art, nature, smiley faces
and full hearts.”
Feedback from Playful Family Walk
The programme was organised by our
Learning and Engagement Programmer,
Emma Spencer, on secondment from YSP, with
the support of Wakefield Council’s Tourism
Recovery Fund.
We are currently working with our friends from
The Whitworth art gallery in Manchester to
bring their award-winning Still Parents group
to experience Silence. The group supports
parents who have experienced the loss of a
baby in pregnancy or just after birth. We hope
to provide space for these families to find
solace in nature and space to be creative.
Photo © David Lindsay | Overleaf © Charles Emerson

About the artists
Heather Peak (b.1973, UK) and Ivan Morison (b.1974, Turkey) have
established an ambitious collaborative practice over the past 15 years
that transcends the divisions between art, architecture, theatre and
social practice. They are co-directors of Studio Morison, an artist-led
creative practice which includes engineers, visualisers, performers,
musicians, curators, artists and fabricators.

Central to their work are spaces of human coexistence and the
communities that occupy or gather there. On a societal level Studio
Morison is working to re-establish civic life; on a human level it looks to
bring meaning, beauty and purpose into everyday life.

www.morison.info
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Oak Project X Charlotte Smithson
Great Oaks from little Acorns grow... | RHS Chelsea Flower Show 2021

“In a mutually symbiotic relationship between two organisms, both parties benefit
from one another. Through the air we breathe, the food we eat, the clothes we
wear and the medicines that heal us, humans are inextricably linked to plants,
but because we have become disconnected from nature, we’re often guilty of
taking but not giving back. It is vital we redress that balance. This piece is not just
a comment on the environmental crises. This is a call to action.”
Charlotte Smithson
Great Oaks from little Acorns grow… was our
second public art commission shown at RHS
Chelsea Flower Show, London from 21–26
September 2021. The piece responds to the
University of Derby’s five pathways to nature
connectedness: using beauty and meaning to
create an emotional response from viewers.

grown plants, recycled laboratory glassware
and compostable biomaterials.

The installation considered the vital role of
plants as our life support system and in return,
our vital role to protect them. The sculpture
was a carefully curated botanical installation
of suspended glassware, containing organically

Plants included Hawthorn, Poppies, Gaura,
grasses, Echinacea, Yarrow, St John’s Wort, and
Stinging Nettle. It invited viewers to notice the
beauty and sophistication of nature, for their
own wellbeing, as well as that of planet Earth. 

Most of the plants shown were used by humans
in one way or another (e.g. for medicine, fabric,
or dye) and carried meaning from folklore or
were personal to the artist.

Previous page photo © Rachel Warne | Above © Ray Chan

Installation (continued)

About the artist

A series of overhead pentagonal panels
supported the suspended scientific glassware,
borrowing shapes from the chemical
formation of chlorophyll, nodding to the
environmental notion of being ‘green’. This
subtle structural reference reflects the vital
role of photosynthesis as our life support
system; an aspect of our dependence on plant
life that we often overlook.

Charlotte Smithson is an artist based in
Manchester, whose work blends design,
craft and botany. A deep concern about our
broken relationship with nature is evident in
Charlotte’s work, which she explores through
site specific installation, stitch, drawing,
photography and plant studies.

The installation was accompanied by a free
digital guided meditation, shared at RHS
Chelsea Flower Show and through social
media. Scripted and underpinned by the
research of the University of Derby’s Nature
Connectedness Research Group, the guided
meditation encourages a more tuned in
relationship for the benefit of ourselves and
our planet.

Her career in the cultural sector spans 15 years.
Charlotte works extensively with galleries,
museums, heritage organisations and
other public spaces across the UK to
design visitor experiences that tell
stories. Her portfolio includes projects
with the National Trust, Edinburgh
World Heritage, English Heritage
and the Science Museum Group.

www.charlottesmithson.com

Photo above © Julian Winslow | Photo below © Rachel Warne

The impact of Great Oaks…
•

140,000 visitors to RHS Chelsea Flower Show

•

Over 1,900 views of the guided meditation

•

Over 70% of respondents agreed that
it helped them feel more connected to
nature and wanted to do more to help it

Dr Carly Butler & Prof Miles Richardson of the
Nature Connectedness Research Group at
the University of Derby led an evaluation of
the impact of Great Oaks… Visitors at RHS
Chelsea Flower show were invited to take part
in a survey exploring their experiences of the
exhibit and the extent to which pathways to
nature connectedness were activated by it.
Most people strongly agreed that the
Great Oaks from little Acorns grow… exhibit
activated pathways to nature connectedness.
Over 90% of people agreed that the exhibit
was beautiful, that it activated their senses,
and that it made them feel calm or joyful.
Over 70% indicated some agreement that the
exhibit helped them feel more connected to
nature and wanted to do more to help it.

This is supported by the qualitative data
collected which reveals the depth and
intensity of people’s responses to the
installation, and suggest that when the
pathways work together it intensifies the
impact of the experience.
“It was high art, but accessible. It transfixed
me and others. It made us stop and stare. It
was calming and one of the most beautiful
aspects of Chelsea Flower Show.”
“It was light and airy and plenty of space
to really look at every detail. Very calming
because it wasn’t an onslaught on the senses
— you feel you have time and space to take it
all in. I could look at it for hours.
“I wanted to embroider it. It was so delicate
and beautiful.”
“Love the simplicity, beauty and calm of the
exhibit. Loved the shadows and also how it
looked from different angles.”
“The suspension of each item felt like it really
echoed the fragile balance of our ecosystem.”
Photos © Rachel Warne
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Tune into Nature Music Prize
“Nature means less and less in our lives and is disappearing as a reference
in our music. We need, now more than ever, a new and more connected
relationship with nature and music is a great way to celebrate nature and its
essential role in our lives.”
Prof Miles Richardson

In 2021, the Oak Project hosted the Tune
into Nature Music Prize, a competition for
musicians and singer/songwriters aged
16–29 whose work fosters and celebrates a
stronger relationship with nature through
contemporary popular music.
The Tune into Nature Music Prize searches
for a new piece of contemporary music that
is inspired by nature and helps to highlight
the need for a new relationship with the
natural environment. Supported by Tileyard
London, Timber Festival and YSP, the prize
also provides support for young creative
practitioners. The judging panel includes
musicians Martyn Ware, Sam Lee, Supriya
Nagarajan and poet Zena Edwards.
Current & previous page photo © Andrew Allcock

The Prize began in 2020 and was developed
and conceived by Prof Miles Richardson,
Nature Connectedness Research Group at the
University of Derby. The Group has found that
the connection between young people and
nature dips during teenage years and takes
more than a decade to recover.
Research also shows that references to nature
in contemporary music have decreased
consistently since the 1950s. This matters as
a close connection with nature helps both the
wellbeing of people and our planet, as people
who are tuned into nature are more likely to
care for it.

2021 Winner
After reviewing all the submissions, the judges
have selected Ceitidh Mac (pictured) as
the Overall Winner, alongside three Highly
Commended Prize Winners.
Ceitidh receives a £500 grant to support her
work and a free professional remix produced
by award-winning songwriter and producer
Martyn Ware, Principal of Tileyard Education.
She will also be invited to perform at Timber
Festival in the National Forest. In addition,
three further selected entrants will each
benefit from a £250 grant.

The impact of the Tune into
Nature Music Prize
When announcing the winners of the Tune
Into Nature Music Prize 2021, we invited Oak
Project and YSP supporters to listen to the
winning tracks and complete a short survey
to share their responses to the music. 69%
of respondents said listening to the tracks
made them think about or reflect on nature,
and 53% said it made them think about or
reflect on the relationship between humans
and nature. Listening to the tracks prompted
feelings of calm, joy and inspiration.

“I was out walking around my city whilst
hearing these songs, I ended up noticing the
elements of nature that were on my daily
walk whilst listening!”
“They all made me think about open fields
and birds, trees and early morning mist, sun
and rain, the sound of growth and fertility,
leaves falling and the natural cycles, rolling
hills, flowing rivers, hibernation and rebirth,
underground creatures, worms burrowing
amidst the roots and fungi, insects buzzing,
blue skies and cloudy days, the sea, earth
and air.”
Photo courtesy of the artist
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Key learning from our first year
We launched the Oak Project with a belief that arts and culture can:
•
•
•

Increase connection to nature across society
Make nature more relevant to everyday lives
Increase public action on the environment

The evidence we’ve gathered through our
first year demonstrates the power of art and
cultural interventions in increasing connection
to nature, thereby motivating more
environmental action.
Art is uniquely placed to grow nature
connectedness, whether through representing
its beauty, capturing its detail, providing
experience and engagement, communicating
meanings and messages, or inviting emotional
responses. Works of art draw people in, gather
their attention and present them with new
perspectives, inviting new noticings, feelings
and sense-making processes. When an
artwork is specifically designed to activate

the pathways to nature connectedness, it
has the potential to promote powerful new
relationships with nature.
We’ve also demonstrated the power of arts
interventions to improve personal wellbeing.
The evaluation of Silence shows visitors
reported significant increases in feelings of
happiness, calm and a sense of life being
worthwhile, and significant decreases in
anxiety. All three projects have prompted
feelings of calm, joy and reflection on nature.
Our first year of programming has given us
proof of concept that creatively growing
connection to nature is both good for people

and planet. It has been warmly received by
our audiences, the art world and the media
alike, with publicity reaching 7 million people
across the UK and beyond.
We want to build on this success, and work
in partnership to grow the reach and impact
of the programme and shift the cultural
landscape in the UK to support all sectors
of society to develop a new and closer
relationship with nature.
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2022 and beyond
Based on the solid foundations established for the Oak Project, we are
seeking to develop the project further, working through partners to take
the concept of creatively growing connection to nature to a truly national
scale that resonates across the country.
Our plans for 2022 include:
Working with Yorkshire Sculpture Park,
Forestry England and RSPB to commission a
new artwork which dynamically engages the
public with nature connection, based on an
in depth, interdisciplinary collaboration with
commissioning partners;
Working with partner organisations to support
a range of different interventions across the
UK through a series of artist residencies to
support emerging artists to engage with the
research around nature connection;

Developing our digital platforms to build an
online community around art and nature
connection;
Bringing together artists/makers/curators
and other practitioners working in this
space through regular online fora, including
networking and workshop events;
Targeted outreach to those who will most
benefit from creatively connecting to nature,
including those with less access to nature and
with lower wellbeing.

The Oak Project is:
A national arts programme
that is creatively
growing connection to
nature, helping improve
wellbeing and motivating
environmental action.
Based in the award-winning
Yorkshire Sculpture Park,
an independent charitable
trust and museum with 500
acres of landscape and six
indoor galleries.
A collaboration between
the University of Derby,
Yorkshire Sculpture Park
and The Bronze Oak Project
Ltd. It will run for five years.

oakproject.org.uk

